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1. Topic 1 - Preparation for the Democratic National        

Convention 

1.1. Background Information 

The city of Chicago was founded in 1837 upon the foundations of a critical trading junction that                 

had been previously settled by French traders and then became an American fort on the               

western frontier. Once established, the city grew extremely rapidly as it became a hub for trade                

and immigration westward from the country’s northeast. It would emerge as an economic,             

political and innovative powerhouse, becoming a center of power for progressive institutions and             

a central hub for trans-national commerce. 

  

In the late 1800’s, with the rise of the railroads connecting America’s east cost to the western                 

frontier, Chicago became a major hub for the transport of resources from the Midwest to the                

eastern coast. The city would continue to be a major source of innovation and rapid urban                

development as it hosted several world exhibitions and became a center for urban development,              

with massive construction of warehouses for food storage and processing, some of the earliest              

automobile and electronics factories, and the center of steel production from World War I              

through to the Korean War. Living up to its roots, Chicago would continue to be a center of trade                   

and commerce as a central advertising hub and hosting headquarters for dozens of major              

retailers and manufacturers, such as Sears, Walgreens, Modelez and later Boeing. 
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This economic prominence would shape the rest of Chicago, from its politics to its institutions               

and people. Due to large businesses, Chicago had a huge population of blue-collar workers that               

were employed across the railyards, warehouses, factories, and retailers that boomed across            

the city. These individuals formed large labor unions and confederations in the early 20thcentury              

and made the city into a union stronghold with the foundation of the Chicago Federation of                

Labor in 1896 and the International Workers of the World (IWW, aka ‘Wobblies’) in 1905. Similar                

unions also formed for specific industries (railroads, teachers, etc.) with more specialized            

skill-sets and led to a renaissance of Marxist and Communist radicals in the city until the 1920                 

Red Scare and subsequent declines in organized labor across the country. 

 

Powerful labor organizations and diverse, large immigrant       

populations drove the political machines that dominated the        

city in the late 19thand early 20thcenturies. Democrats        

frequently started to win local elections in the 1930s as          

they made inroads with immigrant and blue-collar families        

in the city by supporting welfare benefits, labor-friendly        

policies, and unified support for a variety of ethnic groups          

within the city. Cooperation with crime organizations in        

non-violent offences (gambling, alcohol, etc.) also helped       

to ensure a status quo and dominance of the party. This           

same political machine would be the one that would help          

put Richard Daley in power (the mayor of Chicago in 1968).           

Ultimately, Daley would utilize political connections and       

power in the city and state to drive Republicans almost entirely of local and state government                

offices. 

  

Society in Chicago consisted of a variety of people ranging from immigrants across Europe,              

Asia and Latin Americans and African Americans. In the late 19thand early 20thcenturies, the              

primary immigrant populations were those moving westward from the eastern coast and            

immigrants from across Europe (Czech, Polish, Irish, British, German, Scandinavian, Slavic,           

etc). After World War II however, Asians were the primary group of immigrants moving to the                

city, even as the population began to decline overall due to movement of inhabitants westward               

to rapidly expanding and affordable states like California and Texas. African Americans also             
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migrated to the city overtime. Large migrations took place from the South to the Northern states                

in the aftermath of the Civil War and during the Civil Rights era due to rising racial tensions in                   

the South. Many of these individuals came from strong religious backgrounds and were socially              

conservative but the diversity of political ideology (individuals from fringe ideologies in America             

like socialism, communism and anarchism) did lead to an overall more progressive society. The              

city populace was hugely supportive of more progressive and liberal economic policies though             

as the many unions and immigrant groups demanded support from the local government in the               

form of welfare and societal benefits. 

  

While Chicago had a diverse population, there were still extreme racial divides and conflicts              

much like those in the South and other parts of the country. Irish, Italian and Eastern European                 

immigrants were seen as second-class Whites and Black Americans were frequently           

discriminated and segregated against. Even with the 1964 Civil Rights Act, racial divisions still              

existed throughout the city, most significantly when it came to housing and communities in the               

city. The most famous of these was the very racial divide between the South Side of Chicago 

 

1.1.1. 1966 Chicago Freedom Movement 

The Chicago Freedom Movement, also known      

as the Chicago Open Housing Movement, was       

organized by the Coordinating Council of      

Community Organizations (CCCO) in    

conjunction with the Southern Christian     

Leadership Conference (SCLC) as the first      

major civil rights activity in the Northern United        

States. Until this movement, the civil rights       

movement and their activities had primarily      

focused on desegregation and combating     

intense racism and racial violence in the       

southern states. The Freedom movement was      

meant to be the stepping stone to widespread        

movements throughout the North in an attempt       

to achieve higher levels of racial integration       
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than previously achieved in the South. Although planning for the movement began in 1965, it               

was not until July 1966 that specific protests and demands were presented to city officials and                

negotiations began around reform in the city’s guidelines for housing and segregation. 

  

The goal of the campaign was not only centered on desegregation and non-discrimination in              

availability of housing but also to ensure that quality and affordability was maintained in housing               

for lower income households, regardless of race. Financial and government restrictions and            

discriminatory practices against people of color were also protested. This movement culminated            

in protests and confrontations with white mobs in suburban areas of the city. Notably, Dr. King                

referred to the mobs that countered the protesters as even more aggressive and confrontational              

than the mobs he had faced in the South. This movement directly contributed to the contents                

and issues addressed by the Civil Rights Act of 1968, also less well known as the 1968 Fair                  

Housing Act, being debated in the House as this committee takes place. 
 

1.2. Current Situation 

1.2.1. Population Statistics and Immigration Trends 

Chicago, in 1968, consisted of largely White Americans and a minority African American             

population. There were approximately 5.6 million white Chicagoans, 1.2 million black           

Chicagoans, and about 75,000 individuals prescribed by the US Census to the category of              

“other” for race. Asians were by far the largest group of individuals immigrating to the city. The                 

most pressing trend for the city officials though was an overall population decline for the past                

two decades. Both the 1950 and 1960 Census’ recorded consecutive declines in the overall              

population of the city. Chicago was not as negatively affected by economic distress like other               

cities in the rust belt, but it was still struggling to maintain a steady population as the sun belt                   

states of Texas and California pulled people towards the other end of the country. 
 

1.2.2. Political / Social Environment 

Labor unions and well-established political machines continued to dominate politics in Chicago.            

Support from organized labor was critical to politicians and a majority of blue-collar workers              

were organized at this time. This made endorsements and support from labor unions critical              
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since they had a heavy influence on how a majority of workers would vote and were able to                  

advance the goals and principles of their workers through this political clout. Local laws and               

officials were therefore on amicable terms with labor institutions were some of the most              

progressive and worker-friendly in the country. While progressive, the political establishment in            

Chicago had no interest in full racial integration. Despite the 1966 housing protests and              

agreements with the SCLC, no legal moves were made by the city to racially integrate housing                

and that agreement was essentially cast aside. African Americans in the city were the most               

underrepresented group at the time and were growing increasingly frustrated with their position             

as exhibited by protests and complains by the community and civil rights leaders like Jesse               

Jackson. 
 

1.2.3. Vietnam War 

One of the most controversial topics of this time period was the Vietnam War. New advances in                 

media delivery and reporting allowed for almost real-time, very accurate reporting of conflicts for              

the first time in American history. Prior to the Vietnam War, the media access to the public had                  

always been somewhat controlled by the government since they could restrict access to certain              

zones in a conflict. However, the proliferation of television and an expanding free press led to                

more detailed reporting of the conflict. 

 

Vietnam was also unlike any other war the country had fought due to the environment it was                 

fought in and the general gray area around the morality of the war. The dense forests of                 

Vietnam were perfect for smaller, local forces to wage guerilla warfare on an occupying force,               

which is exactly what the Viet Cong (communist, North Vietnamese forces) did. This style of               

conflict exhausted and devasted soldiers and      

the people at home watching the constant       

warfare back at home. Therefore, the conflict       

was the first America was involved in which did         

not have a majority of public support after a         

mere two years into the conflict. Another       

significant reason for this lack of support lay in         

the reasoning behind the war. A lot of        

individuals in the United States also saw an        
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irony in supporting the Southern Vietnamese since they were seen as a remnant of the old                

French colonial government and the conflict was seen as a continuation of their war of               

independence from the West. 

 

The situation was exacerbated in 1968 with the Tet Offensive. Beginning on January 30th, 45               

days prior to this committees start, the North Vietnamese forces and their allies launched              

massive attacks and raids on American supply lines, South Vietnamese forces and South             

Vietnamese civilians in a bid to foment rebellions in the South and exacerbate tensions between               

the South Vietnamese government and the American military. Raids on American forces,            

executions of South Vietnamese officials and forces, and attacks on even media crews and              

American civilians operating in the country led to shock and outrage over the war, especially               

considering that recent statements from the Johnson administration had been pointing to a             

potential end to the conflict. The American people were shown footage of what was clearly a                

conflict that was escalating to new heights and not about to reach a conclusion anytime soon.                

This contributed to increased war weariness among the public and could even possibly lead to a                

de-escalation of the conflict in the near future. 
 

1.3. Blocs, Factions, and Important Institutions 

1.3.1. Chicago City Council 

The city council of Chicago is the legislative body of the city, providing the city with a                 

representative assembly to draft laws, approve budgets, and make key decisions on            

administrative appointments. The body consists of 50 aldermen elected from 50 wards for             

4-year terms. The wards are determined each time the US census is taken. The Mayor of                

Chicago presides over the council and sessions are typically held every month. There are many               

rumors of corruption seeping into the council but those are unsubstantiated rumors, as the              

alderman would adamantly state. The list of responsibilities allotted to alderman are to ‘vote on               

proposed loans, grants, municipal bond issues, land acquisitions and sales, zoning changes,            

traffic control, mayoral appointees, landmark designation, and financial appropriations’. 
 

1.3.2. Labor Unions and Political Machines 
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As stated before, labor unions are a critical segment of the institutions in Chicago the amount of                 

political, social and economic clout they hold through their immense membership allows them to              

have a major say in any political or social measure that may unfold in the city. Consent from                  

these groups is generally sought when any change is made to city regulations or laws regarding                

economic actions that may affect blue-collar workers. The political establishment of the city is              

also fairly well established. Democrats dominate the city and have ties to all the major unions,                

crime organizations and well established city bureaucracies. Republicans and independents          

have been driven out of politics in the city and anyone who wants a career in the local                  

government has to merely know the right people. 
 

1.3.3. Yippies 

The Youth International Party, or     

“Yippies” as they were typically     

referred to, were the politicization     

of the hippie trend into a      

organized political movement.   

They were formed on New Year’s      

Eve 1967 and have already     

organized several pranks and    

protests of American political and     

financial institutions such as the     

House Un-American Activities Committee and the New York Stock Exchange. Most notably,            

they have now organized an event to take place on March 22nd in Grand Central Station in New                  

York. Police informants within the organization have picked up that leadership of the             

organization intends this and other protests/events to be trial runs for a massive protest planned               

for Chicago that will coincide with the DNC to protest the war, one of the pivotal goals of the                   

organization. The Yippies are masters of street theatre and are one of the first groups               

successful in drawing national media attention to their many stunts and events. They use media               

publication of their events in order to raise awareness towards causes they rally against and are                

frequently outlandish and take extraordinary strides to guarantee this effect. 
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1.3.4. Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

Although their activity has died down since the 1966 housing protests, the SCLC is still very                

active in Chicago in desegregation and anti-discrimination activities. The organization pursues           

goals of equal housing and continues to challenge communities that are opposed to African              

Americans moving in. The city had made agreements with the organization before, but then              

reneged and took no action to back the signed papers. Racial tensions have merely continued               

to rise and simmer under the surface as no real change is addressed by the city in response to                   

protests by civil rights organizations like the SCLC and leaders such as Jesse Jackson (the               

local leader of the SCLC and national leader of the equal housing movement within the               

organization). 
 

1.3.5. The Democratic Party and the Democratic National Convention 

Divisions wracked the Democratic party in 1968, 4 years after the controversial civil rights act               

had been signed and then subsequently enforced. The party was divided on many issues              

ranging from the Vietnam war, racial tensions, anti-discrimination legislation and a variety of             

other issues. Southern Democrats are still somewhat loosely aligned with the party, however,             

any further legislation on race will certainly dislodge them completely from the party. A core of                

the party still supports the Johnson platform, however, many members are not supporters of the               

war and could readily form an anti-war bloc behind a strong, charismatic leader. The party will                

still likely band behind the Johnson agenda of continuing the war of attrition in Vietnam,               

formulating further anti-discrimination and racial equality legislation, a continuation of the war on             

poverty and related education programs, expansions to medical care for the old, continued             

de-nuclearization and non-proliferation agreements, and continued support for NATO and other           

allies abroad. 
 

1.3.6. The Republican Party and the Republican National Convention 

The Republican Party during this time period was fairly unified in its belief that the Democratic                

party would easily be defeated due to the divisions it was facing within and the disillusionment of                 

the American public with the current administration. Republicans pointed to the high levels of              
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inflation at the time, leadership to guide the nation through the complicated and bloody Vietnam               

War, a renewed focus on urban development, addressing pollution, expanding local           

infrastructure, better housing programs, curbing lawlessness and riots frequent in the era,            

overhauled jobs programs, expansion in private (not government provided) insurance plans and            

subsidies to hospitals to modernize and develop preventive care, reductions in age            

requirements for Social Security, expansions to the space program, restrictions in foreign aid to              

enemy states, equitable immigration policy, protective trade practices, expansions to NATO, UN            

backed arms agreements, and a re-examination of the current policy in Vietnam. 
 

1.4. Discussion Questions 

1.    Which venue should be offered up/be suggested for the convention to take place in? 

  

2. Should tensions regarding the Civil Rights Act currently under heated debated in Congress              

rise, what precautions could be taken to maintain order in such a racially segregated city? 

  

3. The Democratic party is now directly associated with supporting the war in Vietnam and as                

the cause for involvement in the war. It is likely there will be anti-war protestors at the                 

convention. How can their first amendment rights to protest be protected and respected while              

maintaining order and security for the DNC assembly in the city? 

  

4. Anti-war protests are almost guaranteed to show up in New York in the next week. How can                  

we learn from the events that unfold them and develop tactics/strategies/dialogue to create a              

safe environment for protesters, police officers and innocent bystanders? 

  

5. Should permits be granted to protestors to assemble lawfully? Or should the city make               

obtaining these permits as a tool to coerce protestors to organize in a manner that the city                 

desires/can control? 

  

6. The Illinois National Guard could also be deployed in case of an emergency. Should they                

be placed on alert to be ready to rapidly deploy (which would be costly and time consuming for                  

the state) or is there no need for such a blatant show of brute force? 
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7. What new technologies and tactics can be used to control the crowds before any conflict                

can even arise during any assemblies that may take place? 
1.5. Resources 

● https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/handle/2152/17999;jsessionid=5F2AB89186EC73F3F

364924C96DE1C64 

● http://cfm40.middlebury.edu/node/287 

● https://www2.census.gov/library/publications/decennial/1970/pc-v2/15872858v2ch1.pdf 

● http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/249.html 

● https://www.history.com/topics/vietnam-war/tet-offensive 

● https://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/about/council.html 

● http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=25841 

● http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=29604 
 

 

2. Topic 2 - The Discussion on Police Reform 
2.1. Topic Overview 
Founded in 1835 , the Chicago Police Department predates Chicago as a city, and has grown               1

from a three-man force at its conception to the modernized police force of over 10,000 officers                

we have today. For many years, CPD had few institutional professional standards, relying             

instead on political connections and clout to promote officers and deploy resources . Although             2

police captains still owed their positions to local politicians, exams and other entrance tests put               

in place in 1895 helped raise the standards for new recruits. However, the roots of patronage                

politics in the CPD run deep, and still hold the Department to this day. Political connections                

often play large part in the way precinct captains operate and how City Hall distributes               

resources. 

 

The subject of race has always loomed over the CPD. In 1855, the newly formed CPD clashed                 

with German and Irish immigrants during a period of xenophobic tensions in the city. Beginning               

in 1856, the Department started recruiting Irish officers, and in 1872, CPD hired its first black                

1 https://home.chicagopolice.org/inside-the-cpd/history/ 
2 http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/983.html 
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officer, although black officers were not given the same duties as their white colleagues. Black               

officers were restricted to plain clothes duty in mostly African-American neighborhoods. 

 

In recent years, the CPD has again come under scrutiny and criticism for various issues within                

the Department, such as excessive use of force, racial abuse, corruption, and flat-out crime. In               

the late 1950s and early part of this decade, eight police officers were charged and found guilty                 

on charges relating to the Summerdale scandal , wherein officers in the North Side Summerdale              3

district were burglarizing businesses and covering up for each other’s crimes. This incident             

resulted in the resignation of Superintendent(Supt.) Timothy O’Connor, and a massive stain on             

the image of the CPD and city government. Officers were taunted as “burglars in blue ”, and                4

morale was an all time low.  

 

After the resignation of Supt. O’Connor, Mayor Daley appointed O.W. Wilson, the Dean of              

Criminology at University of California at Berkeley. Wilson made many reforms in the areas of               

communication, efficiency, and modernization. Supt. Wilson introduced widespread use of patrol           

cars phasing out beat patrols done on foot, and pioneered the use of two-way radios that                

connected every officer in the field to communications centers. These reforms cut down on              

response times, and were widely popular both with the public, and a police force that had come                 

to accept Supt. Wilson, an outsider, as one of their own. 

 

His tenure, which ended in 1967, was perhaps most importantly defined by the ways in which he                 

worked to end patronage and corruption by redrawing police districts and making the CPD              

hierarchy more meritocratic. He also did work to racially integrate the CPD by having some               

white officers serve alongside black and Hispanic officers. The Internal Affairs Division(IAD) was             

established during his tenure, to “ferret out corruption at every level ”. The IAD has been hailed                5

by some as a much needed reform, but others contend that it does not go far enough in                  

reprimanding police misconduct. These criticisms stem from the perceived lack of independence            

the IAD has from the overall command structure of the CPD. The long term success of that                 

3 http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-per-flash-summerdale-0707-20130707-story.html 
4 http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-per-flash-owwilson-0707-20130707-story.html 
5 
https://www.nlg.org/nlg-review/article/cycle-of-misconduct-how-chicago-has-repeatedly-failed-to-police-its-
police/ 
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office has yet to be seen, but it cannot be denied that Supt. Wilson restored some measure of                  

public confidence in the CPD. His successor, and the current CPD Supt., is James Conlisk Jr. 
 

2.2. Bloc Positions 
2.2.1. Reformers 

Many in Chicago have a vision of a police force where violence is the last resort, and not the                   

go-to method of policing. Many of these reformers think that the IAD does not go far enough, or                  

that the city manipulates the police for political gain. A significant subset of these reformers are                

also staunch civil rights activists. 
 

2.2.2. Law and Order 

Another influential group within Chicago, and around the nation, are those who approve of the               

Mayor’s tactics and think that law and order must be maintained at all times, especially during                

times of unrest. 

 

2.3. Discussion Questions 
- What steps can be taken to curb corruption and graft within the department? How much               

support would anti-corruption measures have in the City Council? 

- Is departmental integration a viable solution for easing of racial tensions? Will racial             

integration help the CPD’s chronic problem of police brutality towards minorities? 

- How can public confidence be restored in the Department? Does the CPD have             

institutional issues, or is it only PR problems that plague the CPD? 

- Should the IAD be scrapped for ineffectiveness, given greater power, or replaced with a              

more independent agency? Who would oversee and lead such an agency? 
 

2.4. Key Terms 
Mayor Daley: Mayor Richard Daley is the powerful Mayor of Chicago and boss of the Cook                

County Democratic Party, the strongest party machine in the country. In office since 1955, “Old               

Blue Eyes”, as he’s called, has immense clout within the city and within the City Council. 
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IAD: The Internal Affairs Division of the CPD, established by Supt. Wilson to root out corruption.                

It has largely has mixed results, and is often a go-to subject in the police reform debate. 
 

2.5. Resources 
● https://home.chicagopolice.org/inside-the-cpd/history/ 
● http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/983.html 
● https://www.nlg.org/nlg-review/article/cycle-of-misconduct-how-chicago-has-repeatedly-f

ailed-to-police-its-police/ 
● http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-per-flash-owwilson-0707-20130707-story.html 
● http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-per-flash-summerdale-0707-20130707-story.htm

l 
 
 

 
3. Topic 3 - Riot Study Commission 
3.1. Summary 
Civil unrest and dissatisfaction with local and federal government characterized the 1960s,            

especially in northern cities such as Chicago. A common approach to associated rioting became              

the formation of riot study commissions. The research teams tasked in a commission face              

several challenges. 
 

3.2. Historical Background 
The image of party bosses and of the political machine are often associated with Chicago. At                

the time of Mayor Daley’s rise to power also came the decline in prominence and frequency of                 

party bosses in cities. His approach to politics is largely influenced by the outdated party boss                

model. That in mind, the policies that support a political machine do not always coincide policies                

for civil rights and other social callings in the ‘60s.  
 
3.2.1. The Chicago City Council 

Chicago has a significant history of corruption that relates to its time controlled by a political                

machine, racial tension, dishonest government officials, et cetera. This past significantly           

influences the council’s functions and emergence of certain challenges in the 1960s. For             

instance, party bosses historically have used their political power to gain influence; patronage             
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was a common practice through appointments. Even by the 1960s, unethical practices            

correlated with party bosses still occur in Chicago. As a result, the integrity of the police has                 

been put in question. The Summerdale Scandals of 1960 (in which officers were caught working               

alongside a criminal for burglaries) reaffirms this apparent problem . At the same time, the ‘60s               6

has also been a time of regression for the once urban-dominating political system. Many              

consider Mayor Daley the last real party boss.  

 

Because of this tradition of party bosses, it is no surprise that Mayor Richard J. Daley holds a                  

position characterized by a central strong executive authority leading the Chicago City Council             

(even though Chicago has a “strong council-weak mayor” system). By his side is City Clerk John                

C. Marcin , responsible for secretarial duties of the city council. The council is made up of                7

aldermen, who represent each of the 50 wards and are selected through district-based elections             

. This method makes it possible to more effectively represent minorities, as ethnic groups are               8

often concentrated in particular areas. At-large elections, on the other hand, might fail to include               

certain minorities by not giving the opportunity for districts with dominating minority populations             

to win positions. 
 

3.2.2. Red Summer and the Chicago Commission on Race Relations 

Some notable race-motivated riots earlier in the 20th century took place in the summer of 1919,                

known as the “Red Summer.” Black soldiers risked their lives for the United States in WWI just                 

like the rest of the army, yet came back to face discrimination, indecent living conditions, a lack                 

of civil rights, and more. Simultaneous with a greater push for civil rights, more              9

African-Americans moved north to cities such as Chicago where they actively advocated for             

racial equality. In response, white supremacism magnified efforts in acts of violence against             

African-Americans, acts that often were able to go unpunished due to biases among             

government facilities such as the police.  

 

On July 27th, Eugene Williams was murdered while swimming in Lake Michigan after entering              

into a zone considered to be white-only. Similar incidents occurred across the nation and media               

6http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-per-flash-summerdale-0707-20130707-story.html?scrlybrkr=e90f511a# 
7 https://rjd.library.uic.edu/introduction_man_on_five/ 
8 https://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/about/council.html 
9http://www.chicagotribune.com/lifestyles/books/sc-ent-books-red-summer-mcwhirter-20111118-story.html?scrlybr
kr=e90f511a 
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coverage only exacerbated the tensions by sensationalizing stories and stretching the truth to             

shine a negative light on African-Americans and exaggerating associated crime. Almost 40            10

people died, most of which were African-American. The National Guard was involved in order to               

quell the violence. One of the approaches to this issue was the formation of the Chicago                11

Commission on Race Relations and their subsequent report published in 1922. The study             

commission attributed the causes of the conflict to factors such as racism, economic despair,              

embedded segregation, the perpetuation of impoverished conditions, and other urban problems.          

 Similar issues would lead to riots around four decades later. 12

 

3.2.3. Study Commissions in General 

There are certain limitations and complications that come along with establishing a study             

commission that are important to mention. First of all, this type of study is unique in that it                  

prioritizes political, in addition to scientific, legitimacy. This may mean sacrificing accuracy to             

show bipartisanship or down-playing the faults of a governmental entity to receive acceptance             

as a public document and to be viewed as the ‘objective’ interpretation. The report must prove                

itself more well-rounded and accurate than any potential competitors. As a result, researchers             

may avoid controversy and fail to explore the truth to their true capabilities. Marketing also               

becomes important for the report, unlike other forms of research, which leads to other possible               

problems. In the case of the Kerner Commission, the report had to be released after the                

Washington Post published its findings early. Some news outlets can ineffectively cover topics             

or review something as long and complex as an academic report. Therefore, smaller less              

important details may be taken out of context, losing the bigger picture. Furthermore,             

commissions are often burdened with low budgets and short timeframes that hinder a team’s              

ability to access the best resources and exhibit the best quality possible. The most appropriate               

individuals for a commission team may not be attracted to or able to participate because of the                 

time-frame. Finally, regardless of how effective the advice of a report may be and despite the                

level of success a commission reaches in face of the aforementioned struggles, it is still unlikely                

to see those recommended policies in action because of the lack of authority to enact them.  13

 

10http://www.chicagotribune.com/lifestyles/books/sc-ent-books-red-summer-mcwhirter-20111118-story.html?scrlyb
rkr=e90f511a 
11 https://mediaburn.org/video/daley-last-boss/ 
12 https://www.jstor.org/stable/1955087?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents 
13 https://irp.wisc.edu/publications/dps/pdfs/dp2168.pdf 
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3.3. Current Situation 
The 1960s has seen a social movement in northern urban centers centered around racial              

tension. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. said that Chicago in 1966 “epitomizes all of the problems                

found in urban centers of the North.” In late 1966, the City of Chicago Department of                14

Development and Planning published “The Comprehensive Plan of Chicago,” a plan highlighting            

significant problems in the city. The city, despite what Mayor Daley might have said, seems to                

lack the facilities and administrative stress associated with rioting. Similar cities’ riots were often              

kindled by certain catalysts. There are similar conditions in Chicago as ones experiencing riots              

earlier in 1967 and ‘68. However, the summer of 1967, in contrast to other cities, had been                 

relatively unaffected.  15

 
3.3.1. Kerner Commission 

In July 1967, through Executive Order 11365 President Johnson formed The National Advisory             

Commission on Civil Disorders, also known as the Kerner Commission. After 7 months of              16

research into 21 riots in 20 cities, the final report concluded that the divisions between black and                 

white Americans would only get worse, leading to major tensions, rioting, and mass arrests. 
 

3.3.2. Chicago in the ‘60s 

Since the 1930s, the Federal Housing Administration has        

changed the way the middle class buys homes. More         

middle-class families have been moving to the suburbs, with         

FHA policies making homeownership affordable. However,      

these federal policies and real estate market practices have         

lead to increased segregation. Through “redlining,” the       

government refuses to back mortgages in inner-city, heavily African-American neighborhoods,          

leaving African-Americans with fewer home loan opportunities than whites. Real estate sellers            

have also engaged in “blockbusting,” in which they convince         

white homeowners to sell low and leave neighborhoods where         

African-Americans were moving in, based on racist fears.        

14 http://graphics.chicagotribune.com/riots-chicago-1968-mlk/index.html 
15 https://www.highbeam.com/topics/race-riots-chicago-1968-t10638 
16  http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=28369 
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Then, they would often overcharge African-American families. The housing industry purposefully           

segregates races and will show a family a house in a specific neighborhood based on their race.                

In addition to housing exclusion, many African-Americans are unemployed, in poverty, or lack              17

resources to improve their situation. 

 

Early in 1966, Martin Luther King Jr. and his family started living in Chicago in order to                 

experience first-hand the horrible conditions many African-Americans face in slums. He headed            

north to propel the Chicago Freedom Movement, fighting for things like open housing. In the               18

summer he gave a speech at Soldier Field where he emphasized the importance of the issue,                

stating, “this day we must decide to fill up the jails of Chicago, if necessary, in order to end                   

slums.” Later, he led a protest in majority white Marquette Park, where King was struck by a                 

rock as an angry mob of white people demonstrated against the march. This incident helped               

spread national awareness of racial tensions in Chicago.  

 

As evidenced by unrest in 1919 and 1967 and ‘68, there is often a major catalyst that sparks                  

rioting. The assassinations of Robert F. Kennedy and Malcolm X both had distinct impacts on               

society and worried King that he might be next.  19

 

When Dessie May Williams, a black woman, was struck and killed by a firetruck in an August                 

1965 incident in Garfield Park, it further fueled anti-white sentiment and suspicion against             

government. It was suspected that a white fireman involved was drunk at the time of the crash.                 

This riot was also fueled by unrest outside Chicago, following the Watts riots in Los Angeles.                

Mayor Daley remarked, “I don't think the west side situation was a question of civil rights. It was                  

a question of lawlessness and hoodlumism.” Because of some sniping attacks against the             20

police, some believed there to be a paramilitary force or conspiracy behind the riots. 
 

3.4. Bloc Positions 
It is very important to note the divide between Mayor Daley and Martin Luther King Jr. Although                 

Andrew Young believes King highly respects Daley, the disagreements between them are            

17https://www.npr.org/2017/05/03/526655831/a-forgotten-history-of-how-the-u-s-government-segregated-america 
18http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-martin-luther-king-jr-1966-speech-chicago-20160706-story.html 
19 http://digital.wustl.edu/e/eii/eiiweb/you5427.0112.179marc_record_interviewer_process.html 
20http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-1965-firetruck-riot-watts-chicago-kerner-commission-flashback-per-0816
-jm-20150814-story.html 
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undeniable. Daley was a party boss and King supports policies that would destabilize the              21

political machine. King and his supporters are trying to get more people, especially previously              

disenfranchised African-Americans, to vote; more people voting means a political system harder            

to control. The mayor defended his anti-slum policies as effective and sees King’s calls as               

excessive. Daley and King have worked together and compromised on open housing for an              22

end to protests—which King later claimed Daley failed to do. 

 

In machine politics, the most basic principles are loyalty and reciprocity. To understand your              

position in the Chicago City Council, the most important thing to know is your relationship to the                 

mayor. The council typically voted with Daley, with most aldermen always backing him. In the               23

‘60s, more African-Americans were elected as aldermen and they tend to be Daley’s biggest              

opposition. Dominated by Democrats, the council has a similar ideology and ties to the DNC,               24

regardless of local politics. Divisions in the council are, therefore, dependent on allegiance to              

the machine. 
 

3.5. Discussion Questions 
1. What precautions should be embedded on an administrative level in dealing with riots             

that may occur in the future? 

2. Is enough being done to combat slum conditions? If not, what kind of policies can make                

that change? 

3. How could the City of Chicago end corrupt practices? 

4. How can Chicago prevent a larger riot from occuring? Evaluate Chicago’s capabilities of             

dealing with a possible bigger riot. 
 

3.6. Key Terms 
1. Chicago City Council 

21 http://digital.wustl.edu/e/eii/eiiweb/you5427.0112.179marc_record_interviewer_process.html 
22http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-martin-luther-king-jr-1966-speech-chicago-20160706-
story.html# 
23 http://www.lib.niu.edu/1991/ii910828.html 
24https://www.freedomarchives.org/Documents/Finder/Black%20Liberation%20Disk/Black%20
Power!/SugahData/Essays/Kramer.S.pdf 
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a. The city government of chicago including a mayor, 50 aldermen, city clerk, and             

other officials 

2. Kerner Commission 

a. Formed by president Johnson in July 1967,through Executive Order 11365, also           

known as The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, research over           

21 riots and 20 cities over a seven-month endeavor 

3. Federal Housing Administration 

a. Government organization formed in 1934 from National Housing Act, opened          

many middle class families to the ability to move to suburbs and take out certain               

house loans 

4. Red Summer 

a. A period of civil and urban unrest in 1919 due to racial violence 

5. Chicago Commission on Race Relations 

a. Study commission formed during red summer to explain causes of riots and give             

recommendations for prevention/quelling future potential riots 

6. Chicago Freedom Movement 

a. Martin Luther King Jr.’s call for improvements in Chicago for African-Americans           

such as open housing 

7. Redlining  

a. Defining certain areas/neighborhoods as unable to get loans, contributes to racial           

segregation 

8.  Summerdale Scandals of 1960 

a. Series of scandals where several police officers worked with a criminal to commit             

burglaries 
 

3.7. Resources 
https://www.chipublib.org/mayor-richard-j-daley-inaugural-address-1967/ 

http://digital.wustl.edu/e/eii/eiiweb/you5427.0112.179marc_record_interviewer_process.html 

http://www.lib.niu.edu/1991/ii910828.html 

https://www.freedomarchives.org/Documents/Finder/Black%20Liberation%20Disk/Black%20Po

wer!/SugahData/Essays/Kramer.S.pdf 
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